Regrettably there is no one single solution to the massive issue involving HAI’s and the associated liabilities within the healthcare community. We believe that a measured approach with a variety of products presently makes the most sense. Very few experts will argue that hand contact is a leading source of contamination and infection transmission within the patient room. Clinical studies have proven that the leading edges of a cubicle curtain, for example, are re-infected with dangerous bacteria within a week of laundering.

However washing cubicle curtains between each patient discharge is unrealistic due to cost, manpower issues and time constraints. A practical, convenient solution is now available. The Hand Shield™ can significantly reduce the likelihood of infection transmission at a reasonable cost per day and it provides the patient with an improved perception of cleanliness which will likely help to increase HCAHPS scores.

The Hand Shield™ is a patented disposable that can be used on any cubicle curtain regardless of make or manufacturer. It is secured through the mesh and its adhesive edges will not damage any textile product.


The amazing Hookless® shower curtain does everything far better than any old-fashioned shower curtain ever could.

The patented “Flex-On” rings allow for the curtain to simply pop right over the rod in just seconds!

The Hookless® shower curtain first appeared 10 years ago and was marketed exclusively to the hospitality industry. Today, the Hookless® shower curtain owns a 60%+ share in the Hospitality Industry and has recently expanded into the retail sector successfully. On the Right Track® is the exclusive manufacturer of Hookless® shower curtains for the healthcare industry.

**Description:** Eight gauge vinyl, magnets, anti-microbially treated, matching color rings, clear window allows light into the enclosure

**Item number and sizes:**
- OHBH08VIS05  B-GA Vinyl Vision Beige SC 71 x 74

**Description:** Eight gauge vinyl, magnets, anti-microbially treated, matching color rings

**Item number and sizes:**
- OHBH04PDT01  Pindot Vinyl White 71 x 74
- OHBH04PDT01SX  Pindot Vinyl White 42 x 74
- OHBH04PDT05  Pindot Vinyl Beige 71 x 74
- OHBH04PDT05SX  Pindot Vinyl Beige 42 x 74
- OHBH04PDT01X   Pindot Vinyl White 71 x 80
- OHBH04PDT05X  Pindot Vinyl Beige 71 x 80 ([ORFT Rings])

**Description:** Eight gauge vinyl, magnets, anti-microbially treated, matching color rings

**Item number and sizes:**
- OHBH04PDT01  Pindot Vinyl White 71 x 74
- OHBH04PDT01SX  Pindot Vinyl White 42 x 74
- OHBH04PDT05  Pindot Vinyl Beige 71 x 74
- OHBH04PDT05SX  Pindot Vinyl Beige 42 x 74
- OHBH04PDT01X   Pindot Vinyl White 71 x 80
- OHBH04PDT05X  Pindot Vinyl Beige 71 x 80 ([ORFT Rings])
**mystery chrome rings**

**description:** 100% polyester (recycled 100% PET polyester option), water repellent, ultrasonic bottom hem, magnets, no liner required, sheer voile window allows extra light into the enclosure, launderable, quick dry

**item number and sizes:**
- OHHH49MF05S Mystery Beige 42 x 74 Chrome Rings
- ORBBH49MYS05SRS Mystery Beige 71 x 74 Chrome Rings
- OHHH49MF32S Mystery Blue 42 x 74 Chrome Rings
- ORBBH49MYS32SRS Mystery Blue 71 x 74 Chrome Rings
- OHHH49MF36S Mystery Sage 42 x 74 Chrome Rings
- ORBBH49MYS36SRS Mystery Sage 71 x 74 Chrome Rings
- OHHH49MF01SRS Mystery White 71 x 74 Chrome Rings
- OHHH4R4M05 Mystery Englewood Recycled PET Beige 71 x 74

---

**THE MAJOR**

**description:** 100% polyester, woodgrain patterned fabric with vinyl bubble window, water repellent, no liner required, launderable, quick dry

**item number and sizes:**
- OHH41BUB05WS The Major Beige 71 x 74

---

**LITCHFIELD**

**description:** 100% polyester, water repellent, ultrasonic bottom hem, magnets, no liner required, launderable, quick dry

**item number and sizes:**
- OHHH43LIT01Litchfield White Fabric 71 x 74
- OHHH43LIT01XXLitchfield White Fabric 42 x 74
- OHHH43LIT05Litchfield Beige Fabric 71 x 74
- OHHH43LIT05XXLitchfield Beige Fabric 42 x 74

---

**FIRE RETARDANT**

**description:** 100% polyester doby pattern, water repellent, fire retardant, compliant with NFPA 701 regulations, launderable, quick dry

**item number and sizes:**
- OHHB01B04274 Mini Squares Beige 42 x 74
- OHHB01B05714 Mini Squares Beige 71 x 74
- OHHB01B134274 Mini Squares Blue 42 x 74
- OHHB01B135714 Mini Squares Blue 71 x 74
- OHHB01B154274 Mini Squares Sage 42 x 74
- OHHB01B155714 Mini Squares Sage 71 x 74

---

**WHITAKER**

**description:** 100% polyester rectangular jacquard pattern, water repellent, ultrasonic bottom hem, magnets, no liner required, sheer voile window allows extra light into the enclosure, launderable, quick dry

**item number and sizes:**
- OHHB43TBM01 Whitaker White 71 x 72
- OHHB43TBM05 Whitaker Beige 71 x 72

---

**SIMPLICITY**

**description:** 100% polyester plainweave pattern, water repellent, ultrasonic bottom hem, magnets, no liner required, launderable, quick dry

**item number and sizes:**
- OHHB40TB01 Simplicity White 71 x 72
- OHHB40TB05 Simplicity Beige 71 x 72

---
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We utilize the Hookless® shower curtain's patented, split-ring technology—a proven success in the hospitality and retail markets. In today's environment a cubicle curtain system with old fashioned hooks, chains, carriers and ladders is too time consuming and poses too much risk and liability. Newer snap systems that only remove a portion of the cubicle curtain are potentially creating additional unrealized liability.

On The Right Track® is uniquely different. Our curtains glide silently along our patented rail system and curtain exchanges can be managed in less than one minute while standing safely on the ground.

Our Track
Works seamlessly with our patented split ring technology and can be installed directly into any ceiling or can be retrofitted into an existing old fashioned track. Our rail has supports every two feet and is made from powder coated aluminum. We have multiple pre-bent curves that we offer in addition to custom sized bends. Our track can also be dropped up to 18 inches with pole extensions that will allow you to have one universal curtain height for your entire facility if you so choose.

The Grabber®
This unique accessory enables you to exchange our cubicle curtains effortlessly without the use of a ladder. In an environment of reduced labor budgets and growing safety issues, The Grabber® will help to minimize workman's compensation claims and save valuable time that can then be allocated elsewhere in your facility.

OTRT Rings
We utilize the Hookless® shower curtain’s patented, split-ring technology—a proven success in the hospital and retail markets. In today’s environment a cubicle curtain system with old fashioned hooks, chains, carriers and ladders is too time consuming and poses too much risk and liability. Newer snap systems that only remove a portion of the cubicle curtain are potentially creating additional unrealized liability.

On The Right Track® is uniquely different. Our curtains glide silently along our patented rail system and curtain exchanges can be managed in less than one minute while standing safely on the ground.

Disposables. Stock. Custom. Ours or yours means exactly what it says. With multiple company owned workrooms throughout the USA, we can fabricate the finished product quickly and efficiently. We work with all the major textile manufacturers and can provide you with the completed panel. Anti-microbial. Fire Retardant. Recycled Polyester. NFPA 701/CA Title 19 compliant.

The Disposable
Because daily laundering just simply isn’t practical in all circumstances, we’ve developed a disposable product that can be removed in seconds. In high infections areas such as ED’s, ICUs and Burn Units, disposables are a great choice when census is high and manpower is low. And the beauty of the OTRT “system” is that disposables and textile curtains are fully interchangeable as circumstances require.

As with all of our OTRT cubicle curtain products there are no old fashioned hooks, carriers or track and curtain exchanges are done in seconds with The Grabber®. All disposables pass NFPA 701 and CA Title 19 requirements and are available in multiple patterns and colors.

100% polypropylene. Recyclable.

The Textiles
Disposables. Stock. Custom. Ours or yours means exactly what it says. With multiple company owned workrooms throughout the USA, we can fabricate the finished product quickly and efficiently. We work with all the major textile manufacturers and can provide you with the completed panel. Anti-microbial. Fire Retardant. Recycled Polyester. NFPA 701/CA Title 19 compliant.

The Grabber®
This unique accessory enables you to exchange our cubicle curtains effortlessly without the use of a ladder. In an environment of reduced labor budgets and growing safety issues, The Grabber® will help to minimize workman’s compensation claims and save valuable time that can then be allocated elsewhere in your facility.

The Disposable
Because daily laundering just simply isn’t practical in all circumstances, we’ve developed a disposable product that can be removed in seconds. In high infections areas such as ED’s, ICUs and Burn Units, disposables are a great choice when census is high and manpower is low. And the beauty of the OTRT “system” is that disposables and textile curtains are fully interchangeable as circumstances require.

As with all of our OTRT cubicle curtain products there are no old fashioned hooks, carriers or track and curtain exchanges are done in seconds with The Grabber®. All disposables pass NFPA 701 and CA Title 19 requirements and are available in multiple patterns and colors.

100% polypropylene. Recyclable.
Did you know that cubicle curtains are a leading vector for infection transmission?

HAI’s are a serious threat and a huge potential liability. Unwashed cubicle curtains harbor dangerous and life-threatening bacteria. Clinical studies indicate that 42% of hospital cubicle curtains (when tested) were contaminated with VRE and 22% with MRSA. More concerning, is that 92% of freshly washed cubicle curtains are re-contaminated within one week.

 Quiets On The Right Track cubicle curtains are virtually silent and patients remain totally undisturbed.

Cleanliness. Many facilities now routinely exchange the leading OTRT cubicle curtain panel with every patient admission. Not so subtle improvements to the overall patient experience that can be directly linked to future reimbursements and post-hospital stay questionnaires.

Unwashed cubicle curtains harbor dangerous and life-threatening bacteria. Clinical studies indicate that 42% of hospital cubicle curtains (when tested) were contaminated with VRE and 22% with MRSA. More concerning, is that 92% of freshly washed cubicle curtains are re-contaminated within one week.

Did you know that cubicle curtains are a leading vector for infection transmission?

42% of hospital privacy curtains (when tested) were contaminated with VRE and 22% with MRSA

...and did you know that cubicle curtains can either raise or lower your HCAHPS score?
In 2008, On The Right Track® went to a prestigious northeastern hospital to present their patented Hookless® shower curtain. Although the highly efficient shower curtain was extremely well received, the hospital administrators challenged us to help them solve their “cubicle curtain crisis.”

It’s hard to believe that with all the advances in technology, that cubicle curtains and track have, for the most part, remained unchanged in the past 40 years. Cubicle curtains are universally loathed by virtually all healthcare professionals.

Early on we learned that old fashioned cubicle curtain carriers continuously became stuck, were noisy, that it took two people to efficiently exchange curtains, that it was an extremely time consuming chore, that ladders created safety issues and that the hooks and chains often tore the mesh during laundering. For us it was GAME ON.

Talk about being in the right place at the right time! Four short years later the landscape of the healthcare industry has shifted dramatically as a result of changing government regulations and the overwhelming concern about hospital acquired infections (HAI’s) and their increasing liability. Today, On The Right Track® manufactures an array of products with specific focus on infection prevention, improved HCAHPS scores, safety and convenience.

We actually listen to our customers, and our products are a reflection of your continuously evolving needs--patented disposable curtains, cubicle curtains, shower curtains, The Transfer BenchBuddy™, The Hand Shield™ and customized cubicle curtain/patient lift solutions.

We’re On The Right Track® and never standing still!